
HOW TO SHOW UP ON VIDEO

At the end of this guide, you’re going to have the tools you need to show 
up for your brand on Instagram (and feel more comfortable doing it!).
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INTRODUCTION



You are not alone!!

We hear it time and time again: “I’m [scared, nervous, 

intimidated, paralyzed, the list goes on…] to show up on 

camera for my brand.”

In a poll we did recently with other entrepreneurs and 

marketers, 81% of people said that it was hard for them to 

show up on camera.
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Well, WE HAVE THE SOLUTION FOR YOU!

The solution is a system with tools that are going to help you 

navigate:

1. Talking points

2. Technicalities

3. Effective software and apps to use
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“People don't buy the products you 
create, they buy the stories you tell. And 
the stories that you tell come alive in the 

way you do the creative.”
 

- Richa Goswami, head of digital at Johnson & Johnson APAC
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Richa is right! Yes, of course, we want your branding to be fire and your products to 

taste good and/or make people feel better(!) but the stories you tell and the “why” 

behind your brand will always be of vital importance.

Showing up on video for your brand is a great way to tell your brand story in a way 

that connects you directly to your customers and followers.

Showing up on video will help BUILD. YOUR. BRAND.

By the time you’re done with this guide - you’re going to have everything you need to 

show up in front of the camera as soon as you’re ready to.

Let’s jump into it!
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TYPES OF VIDEO CONTENT 
YOU CAN EXPERIMENT WITH 

ON INSTAGRAM 
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1. Instagram Reels

● This is easily the most effective way to 
stir up some virality and get new eyes 
on your brand at this point in time

● We’ll walk you through exactly how to 
create your own Reel later in this guide 
(we’re sharing all of the software we use 
as well as some ideas/prompts to try 
out!)

INSTAGRAM REELS (SHORT-FORM)

TYPES OF VIDEO CONTENT
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2.  Instagram Stories 

● This is less about reaching new 
audiences and more about serving the 
followers that you currently have!

● Keep your followers entertained and 
engaged! Make your Stories interactive 
and fun to scroll through.

● We’re going to share some best 
practices with you later in this guide as 
well.

1. Instagram ReelsINSTAGRAM STORIES (IN THE MOMENT)

TYPES OF VIDEO CONTENT
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3.  Instagram & Facebook Lives

● Now you can host a room with up to 
three other people in it! Find some 
founders and brands that have strong 
customer similarities as yours and host 
a room together!

● Harness the power of introducing your 
brand to other interested audiences by 
doing this a few times to test the 
efficacy.

● It’s okay if no one shows up while you’re 
Live! Post the video to your feed so folks 
can watch it later.

2.  Instagram Stories 1. Instagram ReelsINSTAGRAM & FB LIVES (LONG-FORM)

TYPES OF VIDEO CONTENT
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Do some testing and weigh out the pros and cons of 
each of these types of video content.

Once you’ve done some testing and have figured 
out what resonates most with your audience - 

do more of THAT!
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Let’s first go over some of the technicalities. We don’t want the fear of 
doing it “wrong” stop you from doing it at all.

We bet it’s a lot simpler than you think...

Technicalities
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● Lighting - natural, indirect light is perfect. 
○ Find a comfy spot next to a window and face the window for optimal lighting.
○ If you don’t have access to a lot of natural light, you can find an affordable ring light online.

● Record videos with your phone!
○ You don’t need a fancy DSLR or video camera to record videos for social. Your iPhone or 

Android will work just fine.
■ Tips: 

1. Film vertically
2. Film in selfie mode so you can see how you look while you record
3. Wipe the camera clean with a cloth before you start filming
4. Make sure your phone is on a steady surface so you’re not shaking around. You can 

absolutely use a countertop, boxes, etc. or purchase a phone mount or tripod if you’re 
feeling spicy (recommended)

● No mic needed! Your phone picks up great audio.

● If you’re going to create videos in batches - always save to your camera roll!

SUPPLIES NEEDED
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● Video editing:
○ Splice app (our favorite!)
○ InShot
○ Adobe Spark
○ Canva

● Teleprompter app (so you don’t have to memorize your lines!)
○ Write out your “script” and your scenes. You’re the director, producer and actor here 

so the more you write down to prepare the easier it will be. If you’re filming a 
tutorial or educational piece that involved a lot of talking - download a 
teleprompter app and upload your script in it so you don’t have to memorize lines.

● Screen record - mic on(!), right on your cell phone camera
○ The screen record functionality already built into your iPhone or Android camera 

is an AMAZING tool and one we use quite often to film tutorials and “hack” the 
issue of not everyone having access to music on IG. (More on that later...)

SOFTWARE & APPS
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Instagram Reels 

Since Reels are an effective way to reach new audiences we want to 
dive into these details first! In this section we’re going to share some 

prompts to help you create your Reels.
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● If you don’t know where to start - scroll through 
Reels until you find a brand or a person whose 
Reels entertain you. Use them as inspiration for 
your own videos!

● Save all videos or “trends” that entertain you into 
their own folder in your Instagram.

● Think of the ways that you can relate it to your 
brand and your demographic (aka, think about 
your messaging buckets/content pillars and your 
customer avatar!) 

● Jot these ideas down into a Google Sheet so you 
can continuously add to it

IDEAS & PROMPTS
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SOME VIDEO PROMPTS FOR YOU TO TRY

● Pointing to different 

parts of the screen to the 

beat of a song

● Voice over to someone 

talking

● TikTok’s text to speech 

feature (the siri voice)

● Transitions (someone 

changing an outfit by 

jumping up and down or 

a recipe being made with 

the snap of a finger)

● Remixes (reaction 

videos)

Filters
●  Green screen! We love 

this for tutorials and you 

can record the entire 

thing in the Instagram 

app.

● Screen recording 

uploaded into an iPhone 

mockup

Audio Video Edits
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Option 1: Switch your account to 
“Entrepreneur”

● You should now have access to the viral 
music library

● This feature may not stick around for 
forever! Option 2 on the next slide is a 
more “fool proof” method

HOW TO ADD MUSIC TO YOUR REELS
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Option 2: Use Reels + TikTok, screen record, 
and a video editing app like “Splice”

● Search trending music on TikTok and/or Reels

● Once you find a song that you like, use the screen record 
feature on your phone to record the audio - make sure you 
click “Microphone On” and don’t make any other outside 
noises when recording! (It will record the screen, too - but you 
can extract the audio in a basic video editing app like Splice.)

● Now you can use Splice to extract the audio and overlay your 
video (more on Splice in the coming slides!)

HOW TO ADD MUSIC TO YOUR REELS
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How to edit your videos -

Instagram Reels are all about quickly edited videos, catchy music, and 
creative text. And we’re going to save you a bit of time by saying: 

Don’t waste your time trying to edit all of your videos within the Instagram 
app. Do us, and yourself, a favor and download a couple apps to make it easier. 

Here’s what some handy apps can do for you:
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● Edit down your videos/clips
○ Choose 9:16 dimensions
○ If recording your phone screen to show a tutorial - make 

sure to: “Crop” > “Fit” in Splice to make sure it fits the 
entire 9:16 dimension and nothing gets cut off

● Rearrange clips

● Extract audio from videos + add audio
○ This is where your screen recorded audio will come in 

handy! Simply upload your screen recording, select it, 
choose “Extract” and voila - there’s your trending music!

● Speed up or slow down clips

● Other apps that do similar things, and are popular with social 
media creators: InShot + Adobe Rush

1. SPLICE
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We use Canva anytime we’re doing a video tutorial and want to 
place our screen recording in an iPhone template.

2. CANVA
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Search Canva Elements for 
“iphone” graphic 

Select a template and add 
your video. That’s all! 

APPS TO HELP WITH INSTAGRAM REELS



● If you want to make a cover 
photo beforehand so your feed 
stays cohesive (this isn’t 
necessary - but it’s good to test to 
see what works best for your 
audience!):
○ Keep dimensions to 9:16
○ You can now reframe what 

shows up in your 1:1 square 
preview on the grid with this 
handy button

○ Canva provides great 
templates for this so you 
don’t have to start from 
scratch

COVER PHOTOS
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Instagram cover 

Posting your Reel

INSTAGRAM REELS



● If you want to lip sync or dance or keep in time with 
music in any way - the easiest way will be to record a 
video within the Instagram or TikTok app

○ Instagram: Save audio and then add it into Reels 
before filming
■ Tip: if you still don’t have access to music - play 

the music from a different phone and record a 
video in time to the audio/music. Then use 
Splice to put the music and video together.

○ TikTok: Tap the plus sign at the bottom which will 
open the camera, revealing a red record button. 
Before you start recording, you can add a song so 
that whatever you’re doing in the video is in time 
with the music.
■ Tip: save video to phone and use Snaptik.app to 

remove the watermark

KEEPING TIME TO A BEAT
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Add music here 

INSTAGRAM REELS



● Have a really compelling hook at the 
beginning of the video. The first 1-2 seconds 
are key to REEL-ing viewers in!

● Test 15, 30, and 60 second Reels
○ If you have a longer Reel - make sure it’s 

packed with entertaining content. 
Remember - this type of video content is 
all about being quick and action packed

● Add a CTA (call to action) in the last 2-3 
seconds
○ You’ll be shocked to learn how effective 

something like “Follow us for more 
recipes” after a recipe video can be

IMPORTANT TIPS 
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Instagram Stories

Stories are great for behind the scenes content, guest appearances 
(story takeovers), every day shares, and inspiration. Stories aren’t 

ideal for reaching new audiences - but they’re perfect for engaging 
and entertaining your current audiences. It’s all about retention for 
Stories. Remind your followers, and often, why they should continue 

following you through Stories! 
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● Just like with Reels - make sure the first slide 
contains a hook that reels in the audience! 
○ Tip: Use a poll sticker to get them to 

engage with the content right off the bat 
which will encourage them to keep 
watching!

● Utilize Story stickers + swipe ups to 
encourage more actions taken on the Stories 
○ These stickers can be gifs, music, 

mentions, polls, quizzes, emoji reactions, 
or location

○ Tip: Use the “Caption” sticker to make 
your Stories more accessible

CREATING ENGAGING STORY CONTENT
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● Vary your Stories with a mix of videos, photos, 
feed post shares, etc.

● Always tag the brands you mention in the Story
○ These tags can increase the overall reach + 

gives the opportunity for them to re-share 
on their own page 

● Keep it short and sweet

● Show face as much as possible! 
○ Your followers like to put a face to the brand 

and showing up on Stories is a great way to 
do this

CREATING ENGAGING STORY CONTENT
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● Show behind the scenes of your 
brand

● Day in the life (where are you 
working/who are you with/what 
are you doing)

● At the factory/how it’s made

● Educate on your product and lead 
consumers to make website 
purchases

IDEAS & PROMPTS
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● Show new ways to use your 
products (repurposing packaging, 
innovative recipes, cool styling, etc.)

● Recommend the products you love + 
use every day.
○ People will lean on you for these 

genuine product 
recommendations + come back 
to the page for more resources 

● Real life struggles and wins! Your 
customers and followers love 
transparency.

IDEAS & PROMPTS
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● Create content ahead of time 
○ Create an album in your phone to save 

all your videos + photos for use in 
Stories

○ While on the fly content works, this 
will save you time in the long run + 
help you build a stockpile of future 
story content

○ Tip: IG just came out with a Stories 
“drafts” feature. But save to your phone, 
too just to be safe! 

● Keep videos under 2 minutes
○ Each IG slide is 15 seconds - too many 

slides could deter someone from 
tapping through to the end 

IMPORTANT TIPS 
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Add all your Stories 
to an album like this 

INSTAGRAM STORIES



● Show up often
○ Some folks will advise posting to 

Stories every single day but we know 
that that’s easier said than done. 
Shoot for showing face in your Stories 
at least 2x a week.

○ Tip: supplement “days off” with 
sharing old feed posts or inspiration

● Utilize your analytics to decipher what 
content your audience resonates with 
most so that you can reflect those topics 
in your Stories, too

IMPORTANT TIPS 
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Swipe up on your Stories to 
find the Insights 

INSTAGRAM STORIES



● Add Stories to IG Highlights so they live 
on the feed 
○ Founder features can be labeled 

“Founders”
○ Behind the scenes and videos on how 

your products are made or what 
makes them better can be labeled 
“Behind the Scenes”

○ Use Canva to create cover photos for 
the Highlights

● DON’T STRESS about making things 
perfect - the more natural Stories look, 
the better! 

IMPORTANT TIPS 
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IG and FB Lives

Depending on your niche, Instagram and Facebook Lives could be a 
great option for your brand! They’re an opportunity to cultivate 

community and give your followers a real-time, real-life look at you 
(and as a leader of your brand - this can be an effective strategy).
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Here are the top 3 reasons we like Lives:

1. You can harness the reach of three other brands or individuals 

every time you go Live

2. When you’re live - your profile icon shows up first, above the fold, 

in the Instagram app in the Stories section

3. Instagram makes it easy for you to raise money for charities or 

nonprofits through Lives
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● While on your Home screen - swipe right

● Scroll down to the LIVE section at the bottom of 
your screen

○ Once you’re in this section - you will 
see:
■ How many of your followers are 

active now and will get notified that 
you’re Live

■ An option to add a title
■ An option to add a nonprofit to 

donate to

HERE’S HOW TO GO LIVE
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Add title here 

Active followers 

INSTAGRAM LIVE



● Press the LIVE button when you’re ready
○ Once you press that button - you’re going to go 

Live! 

● Once you’re Live, people will have the option to join you
○ If you’re going Live with other people (which we 

recommend) - you’ll need to do some 
preparation and organizing to make sure 
everyone is on the same page about:
■ Topic
■ Time and date
■ Structure of Live (is it going to be a random 

conversation or will there be some 
structure?)

○ The person who started the Live will be the 
person who accepts guests

HERE’S HOW TO GO LIVE
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INSTAGRAM LIVE



● One-on-one with industry expert

● Community topic with three other 
brands/people

● Announcing a new product/product 
launch party

IDEAS & PROMPTS
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● Lives don’t have to last a long time! 

● Create a cover photo beforehand 
and save the Live to your feed, 
once you’re finished going live, so 
folks who missed it can watch it 
later
○ Cover photo dimensions: 9:16
○ Keep all of the details within a 

1:1 center frame
○ Canva has great templates for 

this as well!

IMPORTANT TIPS 
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INSTAGRAM LIVE



And probably the most important thing to 
remember… 

It doesn’t have to be perfect!
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“To live a creative life, we must lose our 
fear of being wrong.”

 
― Joseph Chilton Pearce

Showing face on social is a solid piece of the marketing puzzle. 
You’re going to further connect with your audience and build that 

community! It’s what being social is all about. 
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And, that’s it! 

We hope you found this guide helpful and are able to use it to 
grow your own brand.

Remember, showing up on video is all about that connection with 
your audience! 

Questions?? We’d love to answer ‘em! 
Shoot us an email here: hello@umaimarketing.com 
FREE marketing inspiration: CORE 3 Facebook group
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